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Abstract
The relation between cyber-victimization and suicidality among adolescents
has been well documented; however, the mechanisms underlying this as-
sociation have not been well investigated. Drawing upon the interpersonal
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theory of suicide, this study aimed to examine the mediating mechanisms (i.e.,
thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness) underlying longi-
tudinal, bidirectional relations between cyber-victimization and suicidal
ideation/attempts among adolescents and explore gender differences in the
mechanisms. Participants were 497 Chinese adolescents (46.1% male; Mage =
13.28, SD = .66), who completed the assessment of cyber-victimization,
thwarted belongingness, and perceived burdensomeness, suicidal ideation/
attempts at three-time points. The time interval between each two assess-
ments is two weeks. Results showed the reciprocal relations between cyber-
victimization and thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness, be-
tween thwarted belongingness and suicidal ideation/suicide attempts, and
between perceived burdensomeness and suicide attempts. Longitudinal
mediation analyses indicated that Time 2 thwarted belongingness mediated
the relation between Time 1 cyber-victimization and Time 3 suicidal ideation/
suicide attempts. Besides, the reverse pathway from Time 1 suicidal ideation
to Time 3 cyber-victimization was also mediated by Time 2 thwarted be-
longingness, but it was only significant in females, as suggested by multiple-
group analyses. According to the aforementioned results, the interpersonal
theory of suicide provides a useful framework for understanding relations
between cyber-victimization and suicidality. Findings suggest that intervention
targeted at improving the need to belong may help reduce suicide risk and
lower cyber-victimization. Anti-cyber-victimization should be integrated into
suicide intervention and prevention programs, and gender differences should
be taken into account in order to enhance the program’s effectiveness.
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Introduction

Cyber-victimization can be broadly defined as being the target of any un-
wanted behavior with the intent to harm, which is carried out through in-
formation and communication technologies (Corcoran et al., 2015). Cyber-
victimization is common among adolescents; in some studies, the estimated
prevalence rate was up to 60%, despite high heterogeneity in terms of
prevalence estimates (see Brochado et al., 2017, for a review). Cyber-
victimization in adolescence can yield a wide variety of adverse psycho-
logical (e.g., depression, anxiety) and behavioral (e.g., substance misuse; see
Camerini et al., 2020; Nixon, 2014, for reviews), and educational outcomes
(e.g., academic achievement; see, Gardella et al., 2017, for a review). All of
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the above renders adolescent cyber-victimization a significant public
concern.

Of greatest concern, adolescents with cyber-victimization experiences are
more likely to present suicidal ideation and attempt suicide. Contemporarily,
research has established that cyber-victimization is positively linked with
suicidality among adolescents. For example, John et al. (2018) conducted a
meta-analysis on the associations between cyberbullying involvement and
suicidality among young people aged under 25. Results showed that cyber-
victimization was related to suicidal ideation (OR = 2.57, 95%CI [1.69–3.90],
based on 16 studies) and attempts (OR = 2.15, 95% CI [1.70–2.71], based on
10 studies).

In addition, a recent meta-analysis study found that higher levels of cyber-
victimization were associated with an increased risk of suicidality, with effect
sizes ranging from moderate to large: suicidal ideation (OR = 2.93, 95% CI
[2.43, 3.54], based on 45 studies), plans (OR = 3.07, 95% CI [2.18, 4.34],
based on 10 studies), and attempts (OR = 3.38, 95% [2.59, 4.41], based on 25
studies) (Nesi et al., 2021). Moreover, this study indicated a stronger asso-
ciation between cyber-victimization and suicidal ideation in studies using
adolescent samples (OR = 3.54, 95% CI [2.98, 4.20]) than in studies using
adult samples (OR = 1.69, 95% CI [1.36, 2.11]). Besides, another meta-
analysis study indicated that cyber-victimization, rather than traditional
victimization, was more strongly associated with suicidal ideation (van den
Eijnden et al., 2014).

Additionally, previous research has demonstrated associations between
other types of cyber experiences (e.g., cyberbullying perpetration, cyber-
stalking) and suicidality. For example, meta-analysis research showed that
cyberbullying perpetration was associated with suicidality among adolescents
and adults, but with small effect sizes: suicidal ideation (OR = 1.89, 95% CI
[1.54, 2.32], based on 5 studies), plans (OR = 1.87, 95% CI [1.41, 2.48], based
on one study), and attempts (OR = 1.65, 95% CI [1.25, 2.18], based on 3
studies) (Nesi et al., 2021). For another example, a systematic review study
showed that cyber-stalking and/or cyber-harassment (akin to cyber-bullying)
victimization was related to several negative mental health outcomes in adults,
such as depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideation (Stevens et al., 2021).
However, considering the prevalence of cyber-victimization in adolescence
and strong associations between cyber-victimization and adolescents’ suici-
dality (compared to other types of cyber experiences), this study focused
specifically on the cyber-victimization-suicidality link in adolescence.

Collectively, the relation between cyber-victimization and suicidality has
been extensively examined in adolescence. However, our understanding of the
effects of cyber-victimization on the increased risk of suicide is limited. In
particular, very few efforts have been made to investigate the longitudinal
mechanisms underlying these relations, which are more relevant to
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establishing the temporal order of events. Such efforts are crucial for helping
develop effective prevention and intervention strategies to tackle the detri-
mental effects of cyber-victimization.

Thwarted Belongingness and Perceived Burdensomeness
as Mediators

Joiner’s (2005) interpersonal theory of suicide could offer an explanation for
the cyber-victimization-suicidality link. According to this theory, thwarted
belongingness and perceived burdensomeness, as the two proximal inter-
personal risk factors, could increase the risk of suicidal ideation or a “desire
for suicide.” Thwarted belongingness is defined as a sense of feeling dis-
connection from others or the absence of reciprocally-caring relationships,
and perceived burdensomeness refers to the perception that one is a burden on
those around them, characterized by a sense of liability (i.e., “my death is
worth more than my life to others.”) and self-hate (i.e., “I hate myself,” Van
Orden et al., 2010).

Cyber-victimization, as a significant form of interpersonal stress, could
elicit adolescent loneliness, social withdrawal (e.g., Coelho & Romão, 2018;
Matthews et al., 2020), and low self-esteem (see van Geel et al., 2018, for
meta-analyses), which are core components of thwarted belongingness and
perceived burdensomeness. Thus, it is possible that elevated levels of per-
ceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness are associated with the
increased adolescents’ suicide risk specifically related to cyber-victimization.

Limited empirical studies have investigated the mediating roles of thwarted
belongingness and perceived burdensomeness in the association between
victimization and suicidality. Due to a scarcity of studies examining the
associations between different forms of cyber-victimization and suicidality,
we only review cyber-victimization in its general form. Specifically, based on
the cross-sectional design with a sample of American college students (n =
348,Mage = 20.10), Mitchell et al. (2018) found that depression and perceived
burdensomeness serially mediated the relation between cyber-victimization
and suicidal ideation, while thwarted belongingness was not a significant
mediator. Another cross-sectional study, focusing on the connections between
traditional victimization and suicidal ideation, showed that both perceived
burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness were the significant mediators in
an outpatient sample (n = 267; Mage = 37.52; Brailovskaia et al., 2019).

Additionally, a two-wave longitudinal investigation of high school (n =
192) and college students (n = 142) with a 4-month interval, separately
examined perceived burdensomeness, thwarted belongingness, and hope-
lessness as mediators of the association between peer victimization and
suicidal ideation, using a “half-longitudinal” mediation test (Roeder & Cole,
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2018). Results indicated that perceived burdensomeness was the only sig-
nificant mediator. To our knowledge, this study is the only one examining
these mechanisms in adolescence with a longitudinal design to investigate
these associations. Nevertheless, it also has notable limitations.

Specifically, the study by Roeder and Cole (2018) focused on overall
victimization by calculating a combined score for traditional and cyber-
victimization, while some studies have suggested that the two are different
phenomena (e.g., Schultze-Krumbholz et al., 2015), albeit related. Thus, it is
necessary to clarify the effects and mechanisms of traditional and cyber-
victimization on adolescent suicidality, as this can also inform targeted
prevention and intervention strategies for victimization occurring online and/
or offline. Furthermore, this study only included two-wave data, which was
insufficient to provide robust evidence on the mediation test. Additionally,
although this study employed the cross-lagged panel model to evaluate these
longitudinal associations, it didn’t consider the opposite directional pathway
from suicidality to victimization, which deserves attention as well. The
possibility of the reverse pathway is discussed below.

The Reverse Pathway From Suicidality to Cyber-Victimization

Drawing from multiple sources of theory and empirical research, heightened
suicidality may change the adolescents’ interpersonal circumstances, or that
there potentially exists a vicious feedback loop between them. Specifically,
from the stress generation model perspective (Hammen, 2004; Liu & Spirito,
2019), for example, suicidality itself may pose a risk for the future occurrence
of stress, especially interpersonal stress (e.g., cyber-victimization). A possible
explanation is that youth suffering from suicidality are particularly likely to be
vulnerable to thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness, such as
a sense of social disconnection and negative self-regard (Calati et al., 2019;
Cha et al., 2018). These “vulnerabilities” can be a sign of easy targets for cyber
aggression/bullying perpetration, which might further increase the occurrence
of cyber-victimization events among adolescents (e.g., Chu et al., 2019).

Regarding empirical evidence, a few findings suggested that cyber-
victimization and suicidality were reciprocally associated with each other
over time (e.g., Wright, 2016). Furthermore, prior evidence demonstrated that
cyber-victimization was a predictor or outcome of thwarted belongingness/
perceived burdensomeness (i.e., their proxy, e.g., loneliness, low self-esteem;
e.g., Chu et al., 2019; van Geel et al., 2018), as well as mutual relations
between suicidality and thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness
(Kyron et al., 2018; Rogers & Joiner, 2019). That all breaks the traditional
view that victimization and unmet interpersonal needs (i.e., perceived bur-
densomeness and thwarted belongingness) unidirectionally precede suici-
dality. Taken together, there might be bidirectional associations between these
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factors, which potentially create a feedback loop, efficiently increasing suicide
risk, interpersonal distress, and cyber-victimization over time.

The Importance of Short-Term Evaluation

Methodologically, most suicide risk prediction research has employed long
follow-up lengths. Specifically, a recent meta-analysis has shown that almost
all longitudinal studies of suicide risk have follow-up intervals extending over
5–10 years; less than 1% of all prospective studies have follow-up intervals
shorter than one month (Psychological Bulletin; Franklin et al., 2017). Studies
with longer time intervals may preclude us from determining if previously
studied factors tell us anything about the rapidly changing nature of suici-
dality, especially suicidal ideation. Besides, some of the initial high-risk
“signals” for suicidality may get lost in an ever-increasing cacophony of
“noise” over the longer course.

Thus, empirical studies using short-term, prospective data can mark a
critical step towards improving the prediction of suicidality (Glenn & Nock,
2014). Within the short-term framework, examining the mediating roles of
thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness was also in line with
the interpersonal theory of suicide, as this theory conceptualizes both thwarted
belongingness and perceived burdensomeness as dynamic cognitive-affective
states (Van Orden et al., 2010).

The Current Study

This study aimed to examine the bidirectional relations between cyber-
victimization, thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness and sui-
cidality in early adolescence, particularly focusing on the mediating roles of
thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness in these links, using a
three-wave, short-term longitudinal design. The suicidality of this study, as in
most studies, included suicidal ideation (i.e., thoughts or wishes to end one’s
life) and suicide attempts (i.e., self-injurious behavior with at least some intent
to die). Besides, we also explored gender differences in the mediating effects
of thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness on relations between
cyber-victimization and suicidality, given that female adolescents suffering
from interpersonal difficulties are more likely to contemplate suicide than their
male counterparts (see Miranda-Mendizabal et al., 2019, for a review).

Building on the argument developed above, we hypothesized that cyber-
victimization, thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness, and sui-
cidal ideation/attempts would predict each other over time and that prior
cyber-victimization would predict later suicidal ideation/attempts through
perceived burdensomeness/thwarted belongingness. Besides that, we also
tested whether perceived burdensomeness/thwarted belongingness would
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mediate the reverse directional pathway from suicidal ideation or attempts to
cyber-victimization.

This study was conducted in a rural area of northern China (i.e., Tianjin), as
detailed in the Method section. Prior research indicated that Chinese ado-
lescents from rural areas were more likely to display suicidality than their
urban counterparts (e.g., Chen et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2010). Thus, it is
important to assess the risk factors and potential mechanisms that lead to
youth suicide risk in these areas. Additionally, a recent cross-sectional study
using an adolescent sample from Tianjin examined the relation between
offline victimization experience and suicidal ideation, as well as the mech-
anisms underlying this relation (e.g., psychological pain, peer support) (Bao
et al., 2020). However, this study did not specify whether the participants were
from urban or rural areas. Further, cyber-victimization of young people in
rural China is common (e.g., Chen & Zhu, 2021). Therefore, additional
studies, particularly longitudinal studies using adolescent samples from rural
areas, will be required to rigorously examine the association between cyber-
victimization and suicidality, as well as the mechanisms underlying this
relation.

Method

Participants

Participants included 497 students (46.1% male; age ranged 12-15; Mage =
13.28, SD = .66) from a middle school located in the rural area in northern
China. These students are from families with low levels of income (i.e., per
capita annual income is less than 10,000 yuan1) and their parents have low
education levels (i.e., about 97% without a college education, see Table 1 for
details). This study was conducted in November and December of 2019, and
students participated in assessments at three-time points over one month, with
a two-week assessment interval. Each follow-up was completed with high
participation rates (i.e., Time 2, 93.16%; Time 3, 90.54%). The Missing
Completely at Random (MCAR) test (Little, 1988) was conducted for all
variables. This analysis of the three waves of longitudinal data suggested a
normed χ2 (χ2/df) of 1.37, which indicated that the pattern of missing data was
not materially different from a random pattern. Full Information Maximum
Likelihood (FIML) analysis was applied for model estimations. In total, 497
cases were included in the analysis.

This study was conducted after obtaining approval from the Human
Research Committee of Tianjin Normal University, informed consent from
parents, and assent from the students. A packet of self-report instruments was
administered to all students in a regular classroom environment by a trained
graduate assistant. On all three occasions, the participants received identical
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verbal and written instructions. They were also informed of the nature of the
study and the confidentiality of their responses. Participants took as much time
as needed to complete the questionnaires, with the understanding that they
could withdraw at any time.

Measures

Cyber-Victimization. Cyber-victimization was measured by the Chinese version
of the cyber-victimization subscale of the Cyberbullying Inventory (Zhou
et al., 2013). This subscale comprises 18 items (e.g., “Someone spread rumors
about me online”) rated on a 4-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 4 (more
than five times), with higher scores reflecting more frequent experiences of
cyber-victimization in the past two weeks. Previous studies have shown
support for its reliability and validity with Chinese adolescents (Chu et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2013). In this study, Cronbach αs were .86 at T1, .90 at T2,
and .91 at T3.

Thwarted Belongingness and Perceived Burdensomeness. Thwarted belonging-
ness and perceived burdensomeness were both measured with the Chinese
version of the Interpersonal Needs Questionnaire (X.-M. Li et al., 2015; Van
Orden et al., 2012). The thwarted belongingness subscale consists of nine

Table 1. Sample Characteristics of Early Adolescents From Tianjin, China (n = 497).

Characteristics Proportion or M (SD)

Age (mean) 13.28 (.66)
Gender
Male 229 (46.1%)
Female 268 (53.9%)

Paternal education
Primary school or less 64 (12.9%)
Junior middle school 282 (56.7%)
Senior middle school 137 (27.6%)
College degree 7 (1.4%)
Master degree 7 (1.4%)

Maternal education
Primary school or less 107 (21.5%)
Junior middle school 251 (50.5%)
Senior middle school 123 (24.7%)
College degree 11 (2.2%)
Master degree 5 (1.0%)

Ethnicity
Han-Chinese 497 (100%)
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items (e.g., “I feel disconnected from other people.”), and perceived bur-
densomeness subscale consists of six items (e.g., “I think I am a burden on
society.”). Response options reflected a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Not at
all true for me) to 7 (Very true for me), with higher scores indicating greater
feelings of thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness in the past
two weeks. The INQ has good reliability in Chinese adolescent samples (Kang
et al., 2019). In the present study, Cronbach αs were .73 at T1, .81 at T2, and
.83 at T3 for thwarted belongingness; Cronbach αs were .86, .88, and .92 for
perceived burdensomeness at T1, T2, and T3, respectively.

Suicidal Ideation and Attempts. Suicidal ideation and suicide attempts were
both measured using the Chinese version of the Columbia-Suicide Severity
Rating Scale (Posner et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2013). Suicidal ideation was
assessed by the severity subscale, which consisted of five yes/no questions
(e.g., “during the past two weeks, a wish to be dead, thoughts of killing self.”).
This scale is scored from 0 to 5 according to the most severe suicidal ideation
endorsed. Suicide attempts were evaluated by using the three yes/no items
(e.g., “During the past two weeks, have you made a suicide attempt?”), which
are used to assess actual suicide attempts in C-SSRS. The C-SSRS has been
validated for use with clinical and school adolescent populations and has
demonstrated strong psychometric properties (Núñez et al., 2019; Posner
et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2013). In the present study, Cronbach αs were 0.76 at
T1, 0.79 at T2, and 0.83 at T3 for suicidal ideation; Cronbach αs were 0.68,
0.71, and 0.80 for suicide attempts at T1, T2, and T3, respectively.

Statistical Analysis

Four autoregressive cross-lagged panel models2 were performed in Mplus 8.0
to test bidirectional relations between cyber-victimization, thwarted be-
longingness, and suicidal ideation (Model 1), between cyber-victimization,
thwarted belongingness, and suicide attempts (Model 2), between cyber-
victimization, perceived burdensomeness, and suicidal ideation (Model 3), as
well as between cyber-victimization, perceived burdensomeness, and suicide
attempts (Model 4). Autoregressive, within-time, and cross-lagged paths were
modeled to provide a detailed picture of the above variables’ links while
taking previous and concurrent levels of all variables into account. In all
models, gender and age were included as covariates.

In the next step, we tested for indirect effects of T2 thwarted belongingness/
perceived burdensomeness on the link between T1 cyber-victimization and T3
suicidal ideation/attempts, as well as the reverse pathway: From T1 suicidal
ideation/attempts to T3 cyber-victimization. To achieve this, second-order
cross-lagged effects (i.e., from T1 cyber-victimization to T3 suicidality, and
from T1 suicidality to T3 cyber-victimization) were then included in Models
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1-4. Mediation effects were examined by the bootstrapping procedure (1000
times), providing 95% confidence intervals. Indirect effects are considered
significant if the 95% confidence intervals do not contain zero (Preacher &
Hayes, 2008).

To further explore whether the mediating effects of thwarted belongingness
and perceived burdensomeness on the cyber-victimization-suicidality links
differ across gender, multi-group analyses were conducted to formally
compare male and female models by constraining corresponding cross-lagged
pathways involved in mediating tests to be equal between genders.

The weighted least squares means and variance adjusted (WLSMV) es-
timation procedure was employed to take into account the inclusion of
categorical variables in our models (Li, 2016). Goodness of fit was judged by
standard parameters: (a) Comparative Fit Index (CFI) ≥ 0.95, (b) Tucker-
Lewis Index (TLI) ≥ 0.95, and (c) root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) ≤ 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Mplus provides an alternative chi-
squared difference test (DIFFTEST) appropriate for WLSMV estimation,
which was conducted for gender comparison.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

The means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations of cyber-
victimization, thwarted belongingness, perceived burdensomeness, and sui-
cidal ideation/attempts are presented in Table 2. Almost all variables were
positively correlated with each other within and across time.

Cross-Lagged Analyses

After controlling for age and gender, the fit indices of the four cross-lagged
models are shown in Table 3. These models displayed adequate fit. For sake of
conciseness, within-time associations, covariates, and non-significant esti-
mates were not displayed in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Model 1 and Model 2. Results of Model 1 (Figure 1) and Model 2 (Figure 2)
both showed that cyber-victimization at T1 positively predicted thwarted
belongingness at T2, and thwarted belongingness at T2 was positively related
to the cyber-victimization at T3. Moreover, thwarted belongingness at T1 and
T2 predicted greater suicidal ideation/attempts at T2 and T3, respectively.
Besides, suicidal ideation/attempts at T1 were also positively associated with
thwarted belongingness at T2. Additionally, after controlling for the effects of
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thwarted belongingness, T1 suicide attempts were positively related to T2
cyber-victimization.

Model 3 and Model 4. Results of Model 3 (Figure 3) showed a positive effect
of T1 perceived burdensomeness on T2 cyber-victimization, but this effect
was marginally statistically significant (p = .088). Besides, T1 suicidal
ideation was positively associated with T2 perceived burdensomeness.
There were no other significant cross-lagged paths in Model 3. Concerning
Model 4 (Figure 4), there was a positive effect of T1 cyber-victimization on
T2 perceived burdensomeness, and of T1 perceived burdensomeness on T2
suicide attempts. And the positive effect of T1 suicide attempts on T2 perceived
burdensomeness was also significant. Additionally, after controlling for the
effects of perceived burdensomeness, suicide attempts at T1 and T2 positively
predicted cyber-victimization at T2 and T3, respectively, but this cross-lagged
effect from T1 to T2 was marginally significant (p = .073).

Table 3. Fit Indices for the cross-lagged panel models (n = 497).

Model Fit CFI TLI RMSEA [90% CI]

M1 1.000 1.002 .000 [.000, .035]
M2 .996 .991 .020 [.000, .045]
M3 .999 .998 .010 [.000, .040]
M4 .989 .971 .034 [.007, .056]

Figure 1. Relations between cyber-victimization, thwarted belongingness, and
suicidal ideation in Chinese early adolescents (n = 497).CV = Cyber-victimization;
TB = Thwarted Belongingness; SI = Suicidal Ideation. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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Mediation Analyses

The bootstrap procedure indicated that the pathway from T1 cyber-
victimization to T3 suicidal ideation via T2 thwarted belongingness was
significant (β = .02, 95% CI [.002, .041]). And T2 thwarted belongingness

Figure 2. Relations between cyber-victimization, thwarted belongingness, and suicide
attempts in Chinese early adolescents (n = 497). CV=Cyber-victimization; TB =
Thwarted Belongingness; SA=Suicide Attempts. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.

Figure 3. Relations between cyber-victimization, perceived burdensomeness, and
suicidal ideation in Chinese early adolescents (n = 497). CV = Cyber-victimization; PB =
Perceived Burdensomeness; SI=Suicidal Ideation. †p < .1; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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also significantly mediated the effect of T1 cyber-victimization on T3
suicide attempts, but the statistical significance level was marginal (β = .02,
95% CI [.000, .050]; 90% CI [.002, .042]). Besides, the pathway from T1
suicidal ideation to T3 cyber-victimization via T2 thwarted belongingness
was also significant (β = .03, 95% CI [.004, .061]). Contrary to the hy-
pothesis, T2 perceived burdensomeness did not significantly mediate the
effect of T1 cyber-victimization on T3 suicidal ideation/attempts.

Gender Differences

The results of multiple group comparison tests suggested that gender
moderate the mediation effect of T2 thwarted belongingness on the relation
between T1 suicidal ideation and T3 cyber-victimization (Δχ2WLSMV (2) =
13.313, p<.01). Specifically, T2 thwarted belongingness significantly
mediated the effect of T1 suicidal ideation on T3 cyber-victimization
among females (β = .06, 95% CI [.015, .104]) rather than males (β = .00,
95% CI [-.012, .024]).

Discussion

In this study, we used relatively fine-grained (i.e., two weeks) assessment to
examine reciprocal relations between cyber-victimization, thwarted belong-
ingness, perceived burdensomeness, and suicidality, and theoretically-

Figure 4. Relations between cyber-victimization, perceived burdensomeness, and
suicide attempts in Chinese early adolescents (n = 497). CV = Cyber-victimization;
PB = Perceived Burdensomeness; SA=Suicide Attempts. †p < .1; *p < .05; **p < .01;
***p < .001.
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informed the mechanisms underlying these associations. There are several key
findings, which are discussed below.

The Reciprocal Relation Between Cyber-Victimization and Unmet
Interpersonal Needs

Our results showed cyber-victimization and thwarted belongingness/
perceived burdensomeness were reciprocally related over time. These find-
ings corroborated prior evidence focusing on the unidirectional pathways
from cyber-victimization to proxies for perceived burdensomeness and
thwarted belongingness (e.g., loneliness, low self-esteem; e.g., Coelho &
Romão, 2018; Cole et al., 2016). Besides, previous studies also investigated
bidirectional relations between cyber-victimization and the aforementioned
proxies. For instance, recent research conducting a three-wave panel study
with 6-month intervals among Chinese adolescents found that cyber-
victimization was not a risk factor, but a negative outcome of adolescent
loneliness and low self-esteem (Chu et al., 2019). Besides, a study using three
annual measurements also indicated a unidirectional relation whereby
loneliness was associated with later online victimization among adolescents
from the Netherlands (van den Eijnden et al., 2014). However, the observed
reciprocal effect in this study is somehow inconsistent with the above-
mentioned unidirectional findings. One possible reason is that only exam-
ining indicators of thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness
cannot represent the full picture of them, as they also include other com-
ponents such as the absence of reciprocal care and self-blame.

It should be noted that the pathways from cyber-victimization to perceived
burdensomeness and from perceived burdensomeness to cyber-victimization
were not consistently supported by our models with different outcomes (i.e.,
suicidal ideation and attempts), and some of the significant effects of cyber-
victimization on thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness (and vice
versa) were inconsistent over time. Thus, further studies with larger samples
are needed to replicate our results.

The Reciprocal Association Between Unmet Interpersonal Needs
and Suicidality

Moreover, our results showed mutual relations between thwarted belong-
ingness and suicidal ideation/attempts and between perceived burdensome-
ness and suicide attempts. These findings were in line with previous studies on
adults at high risk for suicide using short-term follow-ups (e.g., days, Kyron
et al., 2018; Rogers & Joiner, 2019), as well as the interpersonal theory of
suicide. However, currently, the existing evidence regarding relations between
perceived burdensomeness/thwarted belongingness and suicidality is not as
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strong among adolescents as it is among adults (see Stewart et al., 2017, for a
review). The reasons may be varied. For example, relatively few studies have
directly investigated this theory among adolescents compared to adults; the
limitations of previous studies, such as cross-sectional design, using proxy
measures (e.g., self-esteem) rather than those that might capture the broader
latent constructs (see Stewart et al., 2017, for a review). Thus, more studies
employing validated measures of thwarted belongingness and perceived
burdensomeness and longitudinal design are needed to examine the inter-
personal theory of suicide in adolescence and to further determine to what
extent and how this theory operates differently in adolescence compared to
adulthood.

The Mediation Role of Thwarted Belongingness

Results of longitudinal mediation analyses suggested T2 thwarted belong-
ingness mediated the association between T1 cyber-victimization and T3
suicidal ideation/attempts, which corroborated the previous cross-sectional
finding on adults (Brailovskaia et al., 2019). However, this finding was in-
consistent with two prior findings supporting the mediation role of perceived
burdensomeness rather than thwarted belongingness in the cyber-
victimization-suicidality links in adulthood and late adolescence (Mitchell
et al., 2018; Roeder & Cole, 2018). This discrepancy may be that the current
study mainly focused on early adolescence, and the need to belong might play
a particularly significant role in this developmental period when the need for
interpersonal affiliation and intimacy with peers intensifies (Buhrmester,
1990). It may also be due to the limitations of these two previous studies;
for example, Mitchell et al. (2018) used a cross-sectional design, and Roeder
and Cole (2018)’s study conducted a sub-optimal design (a half longitudinal
design).

Additionally, the finding of thwarted belongingness as a mediator in the
victimization-suicidality link was also in accordance with the theoretical
background of the interpersonal theory of suicide, demonstrating cyber-
victimization can be detrimental to interpersonal connectedness, which is
critical to suicidal ideation and attempts. More importantly, our finding might
imply that interpersonal difficulties could cascade into suicidality via
threatened belonging over a short time interval (i.e., two weeks).

On the other hand, this study also indicated that T1 suicidal ideation positively
predicted T3 cyber-victimization through T2 thwarted belongingness, which
implies that suicidal ideation can threaten adolescent belongingness needs and
then lead to the occurrence of interpersonal stressors. Some previous findings also
suggested suicidal ideation can confer the risk of eliciting cyber-victimization
events (e.g., Wright, 2016), but a lack of studies explored the mechanisms
underlying this association. Our finding implies that the interpersonal theory of
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suicide might be a useful theoretical framework to explain why the occurrence of
cyber-victimization events is associated with suicidal ideation.

Notably, the current results did not support the notion that thwarted be-
longingness or perceived burdensomeness mediates the effect of suicide
attempts on subsequent cyber-victimization. However, after controlling for
thwarted belongingness/perceived burdensomeness, we found direct effects of
suicide attempts on later cyber-victimization, which might indicate that
suicide attempts severe enough can produce a directly detrimental effect
on cyber-victimization. Future studies are thus needed to investigate the
mechanisms underlying the effects of suicide attempts on cyber-
victimization.

Gender Differences

Gender difference tests indicated that, in females, T2 thwarted belongingness
significantly mediated the effect of T1 suicidal ideation on T3 cyber-
victimization, which was not found in males. Previous studies have also
investigated gender differences in relations between cyber-victimization and
suicidality (e.g., Kim et al., 2019) and between thwarted belongingness/
perceived burdensomeness and suicidality (e.g., Christensen et al., 2013).
However, studies testing gender differences in these longitudinal mediation
effects are scarce. Our finding can be supported by prior evidence indicating
that females may be more sensitive to interpersonal circumstances and place
more importance on social connectedness than males (Cross &Madson, 1997;
Timmers et al., 1998), which, therefore, may be more detrimental to relevant
outcomes for females when they perceive threatened interpersonal con-
nectedness. From this perspective, it makes sense that satisfying the need for
belongingness (e.g., building strong, supportive, interpersonal networks) is
more protective for females than males.

Limitations and Future Directions

The limitations of this study bear noting. First, the current study only included
adolescents from one school in rural areas, and they came from more dis-
advantaged family backgrounds (i.e., low-income families and parents with
less education); thus, results may not generalize to other adolescent pop-
ulations. Future research will be required to examine these relations among
larger, more diverse samples. Second, although this study employed a rela-
tively short-term design to examine mechanisms underlying cyber-
victimization- suicidality links, future studies utilizing more frequent as-
sessment schedules (e.g., daily, hours) to examine real-time suicidality and
these relations can yield nuanced information that is critical to advancing
suicide prevention efforts.
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Finally, considering that standard cross-lagged panel models focus on
relative change in the constructs, that is, when adolescents have frequently
experienced cyber-victimization (relative to others), they would experience a
subsequent rank-order increase in suicidality compared to adolescents who
have experienced less/no victimization. Thus, future research should employ
statistical techniques (e.g., random intercept cross-lagged panel model; this
model failed to converge in the current sample) that can model within-person
effects (e.g., when an adolescent has been more frequently exposed to vic-
timization than usual, he/she would experience a subsequent increase in
suicidality) in order to determine whether the current findings can be repeated
at the within-person level.

In terms of future directions, future studies, including other constructs
involved in the interpersonal theory of suicide (i.e., acquired capability for
suicide and hopelessness), would advance our understanding of the complex
processes underlying the victimization-suicidality links. Moreover, consid-
ering that cyber-victimization can take on a variety of forms (e.g., direct
hostility, intrusiveness, sexual, and exclusion), future research examining the
associations between different forms of cyber-victimization and suicidality
will provide a more complete knowledge of these associations. Additionally,
future research should consider factors that may act as protective factors (i.e.,
resilience) in the associations between cyber-victimization and suicidality, and
the findings from such research could be used to guide suicide prevention and
intervention programs.

It is worth noting that, as previously discussed, the current study’s findings
have limited generalizability. Our findings, however, might generalize to
adolescents living in a variety of rural areas throughout China, where the
majority of adolescents confront similar difficulties. For example, parents do
not provide adequate guidance or monitoring of their children’s Internet use
(due to parents’ low education levels or unavailability to supervise their
children due to the need to work at another place far from home). This may
result in these adolescents overusing the Internet or being exposed to a
potentially harmful Internet environment, particularly now that adolescents in
rural regions have easy access to the Internet. Thus, greater attention should be
paid to the links between cyber-victimization or other Internet-related con-
cerns and mental health problems in adolescents from disadvantaged families
or rural areas.

Moreover, it is uncertain to what extent the results of our study can be
generalized to other cultures. However, a recent meta-analysis examined the
moderating role of culture (e.g., collectivism vs. individualism) in the effects
of victimization (including cyber-victimization) on mental health issues (i.e.,
depression and anxiety) in children and adolescence and found no cultural
differences in this effect in China and Europe, but did observe cultural
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differences between China and North America (Yuchang et al., 2019).
Therefore, future research should replicate the current findings in other
countries.

Implications

Despite these limitations, this study can provide insights into understanding
the bidirectional relations between cyber-victimization and thwarted
belongingness/perceived burdensomeness, and can theoretically inform the
mechanisms linking cyber-victimization and suicidality. The study’s findings
have important policy and practice implications.

Specifically, the present findings suggest that interpersonal needs proposed
by the interpersonal theory of suicide, particularly thwarted belongingness,
could be an important intervention target for not only reducing adolescent
suicide risk but also decreasing the risk of online victimization. More im-
portantly, our findings did support the mediation pathway, that is, cyber
victimization→thwarted belongingness→ suicidality occurring within a brief
interval (two weeks), which may imply that thwarted belongingness can be
screened/monitored as a proximal risk marker for those exposed to victim-
ization in a brief period of time (two weeks or less), allowing for timely
support and reducing their risk of suicide.

The existing literature has proposed several strategies for intervening in
thwarted belongingness. For example, psychotherapy, such as brief
computerized interventions (i.e., psychoeducation and cognitive bias
modification), has been shown to be effective in treating thwarted be-
longingness and, in turn, lowering the risk of suicide (Short et al., 2019).
Additionally, prior research has suggested several easily implemented
strategies for improving thwarted belongingness, such as engagement in
extracurricular activities and training mindfulness (Bauer et al., 2018;
Collins et al., 2016), which may represent promising directions for ado-
lescent suicide risk interventions, particularly when used in school-based
suicide risk intervention programs.

Besides, given that cyber-victimization and suicidality were directly or
indirectly predicted to each other, researchers and practitioners with expertise
in improving young people’s cyber experiences should collaborate with those
working in youth suicide prevention, which will help develop programs that
address cyber-victimization and suicide effectively. Moreover, this study
suggests females might benefit more when screening and interventions focus
on increasing the sense of belongingness to reduce the risk of cyber-
victimization.
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Conclusions

This study examined how the theoretical constructs of thwarted belongingness
and perceived burdensomeness prospectively linked to cyber-victimization
and suicidality among adolescents, using a longitudinal research design with
brief intervals and relatively rigorous statistical analysis. Our examination
might provide a foundation on which to extend a theoretical model of suicide
that can advance our understanding of the relations between cyber-
victimization and suicidality. Findings suggest that the interpersonal theory
of suicide provides a useful framework for understanding relations between
cyber-victimization and suicidality. Practically, efforts to increasing the need
for belongingness may be more beneficial in addressing adolescent suicide
risk and cyber-victimization, especially for female youth. This study also
highlights the importance of short-term prospective design in suicide risk
prediction research, which could provide crucial information for improving
suicide risk detection.
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Notes

1. In 2019, the annual per capita disposable income of rural households in China was
16,021 yuan, the per capita disposable income of urban households was 42,359
yuan (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2020).

2. We also employed random intercept cross-lagged panel models to test hypothesized
mediation models at the within-person level. However, such a model failed to
converge.
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